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Chapter 5: The right to information in the
Convention on the Rights of the Child

Traces of a right to information

- Development of a concept: a right to information
- Historical development

Explicit and implicit formulations of a right to information

- Terminology
- Interpretations

The significance of information for human development

- Human development
- Evolving capacities
- Role of information
- Upbringing by parents

Research on the explicit right to information

- Freedom of expression: Article 13
  - Legislative development
  - Implications
- Access to information: Article 17
  - Legislative development

Different elements of article 17

- Role of the mass media
- Educational aims
- International aspects
- Linguistic needs
- Children's books
- Protection

Research on the implicit right to information

Right to information related to personality

- Identity
- Expressing views: Article 12
- Freedom of thought, conscience and religion: Article 14
- Privacy: Article 16

Right to information related to social participation

- Freedom of association: Article 15
- Cultural participation: Article 31
- Access to education: Article 28
- Knowledge of rights: Article 42

Conclusions

Formulations
Responsibilities
Chapter 6: Realisation of the right to information

Perspectives

The implementation of the right to information in the Convention

Monitoring mechanism
- The Committee on the Rights of the Child
- State Reports
- Non-governmental organisations

Implementation policy
- Planning and involvement
- Participation
- A child's perspective

The legal significance of the right to information
- International instruments

Normative effect of the Convention
- Drittwirkung
- Limitations
- Normative force

Application in national and international law

Two focal points of realisation

Understanding human rights
- Education in human rights
- Values education
- Philosophy for children
- Youth organisations

Developing communication skills
- Media education
- Newspapers in education

Conditions of realisation
- Information suppliers
- Information content
- Environment

As an example: public libraries

Aim
- Funding and legislation
- Role in society

Tools
- Operation and management
- Professionalism and research

Realisation of the right to information
- The Convention and the public libraries

Conditions
A pre-condition